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Dear RTF participant
We are looking forward to see you all in Copenhagen.
In this info pack you will have a few practical informations.

We are going to stay at :
Copenhagen Downtown Hostel
Vandkunsten 5
DK - 1467 Copenhagen K

The teaching will take place at:
Rysensteen Gymnasium
Flæsketorvet 60
DK-1740 Copenhagen V

There is a short walking distance between venues (aprox. 
15 min.) and we will provide you guidance 
through the streets of Copenhagen

Remember:

Arrival at hostel no later 
than 17.30 for check-in

         If later arrival please send an
         email before camp

         Campdirector:
         Linda Holmberg
         rtfcisv2023cph@gmail.com
         tlf: +4526747871

Bring 200 Dkr. for using in 
our shop and for snacks
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We are sleeping and having breakfast at one venue - and all 
teaching will take place at a school nearby.
It means - that all participants must come to the meetingpoints 
at the right time if not confident by going around in the streets 
of Copenhagen by themselves.
We will guide you and take care of you. And hand you a 
detailed map.
All transport from place to place are by foot - please bring 
footwear suitable for an unforeseen weather.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Before arrival in Copenhagen
PLEASE TAKE A CORONA TEST. In Denmark it is not mandatory to 
use facemask or test regulary and we are among other people 
during the  camp so using a facemask is at own need. People 
around you do not wear one. If you have fever, cough or other 
Corona related signs - please stay home. It is NOT possible to go to 
testcenter in DK.

What to bring:
➤ Comfy clothes for the april weather - the average temperature is
between 0 and 14 in april in Denmark. And there is guarantee for
rain💦
➤Paper, pens and other stuffs for becoming wiser 😊
➤a mug, thermocup or similar - for saving the planet

What not to bring:
The hostel will provide all-you-can-eat breakfast each 
morning, fresh crisp linen and towels - SO NO NEED TO 
BRING.

Allergies and dietary informations
Please send an email before campstart. If no information within, we 
may not  guarantee to provide you the food.
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Fill in all forms and informations at MyCISV

PAY fee before arrival - we do not accept cash at camp

Remember to:

A tour in Copenhagen Harbour - and the 
Little Mermaid
A traditional Danish gymnasium/ 
highschool
A visit at a historical site
A social dinner at a community space
And more lovely stuff……

You will discover
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We are happy to welcome you in Copenhagen

RTF TEAM
Rikke Enemærke & Linda Holmberg




